
2020 Snapshot: 
VAT Landscape in the GCC 
In this quick, visual guide to VAT in the GCC, Thomson Reuters 
provides an update on tax developments in the region—as well as 
recommendations for 2020 and beyond. 

3 of 6 Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member states 
have introduced VAT regimes:

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA):

Implemented VAT on 
1 January 2018

Tax Authority: The General 
Authority of Zakat and 
Tax (GAZT)

United Arab Emirates (UAE):

Implemented VAT on 
1 January 2018

Tax Authority: The Federal 
Tax Authority (FTA)

Bahrain

Implemented VAT on 
1 January 2019 

Tax Authority: The National 
Bureau of Revenue (NBR) 

WHAT’S NEXT?
Kuwait, Oman & Qatar are expected to implement VAT in the near future

In the case of Kuwait & Oman, this could happen early in 2021

NOT VAT-READY? THERE’S NO TIME TO WASTE. 
If you supply goods/services in Kuwait and Oman, don’t underestimate the impact of impending VAT 
introduction on your business. 

VAT impacts businesses beyond finance and, 
among others, warrants a review of processes, 

systems, documentation, compliances, policies, 
contracts and pricing. The experience of 

businesses in other GCC countries, where VAT 
has already been implemented, shows that 

preparing for the introduction of VAT requires 
careful planning and time.
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How to prepare:

Set up a VAT 
working group

Seek expert advice 

Make sure you fully 
understand your tax 
obligations (based on 
existing VAT legislations in 
the GCC until local 
law and regulations 
are issued)

Assess whether your 
systems can handle all 
aspects of VAT determination 
and reporting

ALREADY VAT COMPLIANT? PREPARE FOR A VAT AUDIT. 
In KSA, UAE and Bahrain, any VAT registered entity can be subjected to an audit by relevant 
tax authorities. Here’s how to make sure your business is ready:

ASK: MAKE SURE TO:

Do we have well-documented 
VAT policies and procedures? 01

Do my tax and accounting 
teams have the knowledge, 
skills and experience to fulfil 
their roles adequately?

02

Do I understand how my 
business systems are classifying 
transactions and their impact 
on my reporting obligations? 

03

Am I confident that I am 
meeting my registration, filing 
and payment obligations? 

04

Check there are no 
inconsistencies and/or 

anomalies in your tax returns 
or invoices 

Maintain a record of all 
transactions, including 
VAT collected (output) 

and paid (input)

Produce VAT invoices that 
comply with the legal 

requirements of each country 
in which you do business 

Store copies of invoices, 
and credit and debit notes

Document your assumptions 
and interpretations of laws 

and regulations 

* These records should be retained for at least 
6 years in some countries 

LESSONS LEARNED
Lessons learned from VAT implementations in KSA, 
UAE and Bahrain: 

ROLE OF VAT TECHNOLOGY IN THE GCC
VAT technology that’s purpose-built for the GCC 
market can be easily integrated into your current 
ERP systems and help you streamline VAT 
management and compliance. 

VAT rules are updated often:
Keep abreast of all regulatory developments 
via trusted sources and make sure you fully 
understand current and future VAT 
compliance obligations.  

Skill gaps can lead to VAT penalties:
Train employees for effective VAT management 
and compliance, with the help of a tax advisor 
if necessary. 

Manual processes are risky:
Relying on manual processes and spreadsheets 
for managing invoicing, determination, 
record-keeping and VAT returns can drain on 
resources and lead to errors and mistakes on 
your VAT return, which will end up in penalties to 
be paid to the Tax Authority Tax technology can 
reduce effort and error through automation; and 
mitigate any risk to pay any penalty.

Accurately 
determine, 

calculate, record 
and report VAT for 
sales/purchases at 
the transactional 

level.
Mitigate 

the risk of 
over/under paying 

VAT or applying 
the wrong tax 

treatment.

Generate 
VAT-compliant 

invoices in Arabic 
and English with all 

the fields required by 
the relevant country 

in the GCC. 

Automatically 
populate 

audit-defensible 
VAT returns for any 

country using 
existing 

accounting 
data.

Ensure optimal 
VAT recoverability 
to boost margins 

and working 
capital.

Effortlessly 
access the latest 

government-issued 
regulations, taxpayer 

guides and tax 
intelligence 

from a trusted 
source. 

LOOK FOR 
A SYSTEM 

THAT 
ALLOWS 
YOU TO:

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
The following developments—regionally and globally—may impact your business: 

Around the world, governments are turning to 
technology as a way to close the VAT gap. It’s 

important to prepare for increasing digital 
transformation in the tax landscape.

Gear up for growing demand for tax 
transparency, driven by the OECD’s Base 
Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project. 5 GCC 
countries have now joined the Inclusive 
Framework (IF) on BEPS, including KSA, UAE, 
Oman, Qatar and Bahrain.

As part of the fight against BEPS, 
Country-by-Country Reporting (CbCR) 

requirements have been introduced in KSA, 
UAE and Qatar; and Transfer Pricing (TP) 

rules for related party transactions have 
been introduced in KSA. Is your organization 

up to speed?

Economic Substance Reporting 
requirements have been introduced in the 
UAE and Bahrain. Is your business impacted?

The 1st of its kind in the GCC, a Double Tax 
Treaty (DTT) has been in force between the 

UAE and KSA since 1 January 2020, providing 
tax advantages for eligible entities. 
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WE CAN HELP
Find out how Thomson Reuters’ GCC VAT specialists can help your organization. 

Get in touch today. 


